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Abstract

Obesity constitutes a critical risk factor for the development of insulin resistance and many life threatening diseases like insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes. Adipose tissue plays an important role in regulating whole body energy homeostasis and obesity related Insulin Resistance (IR). Inflammation has been linked to IR. AT has been demonstrated to be an important source for producing inflammatory molecules in obese state, primarily due to accumulation of macrophages, but recently monocytes and other classes of T cells like iNKT, Th17/21, Treg have also been implicated besides mast cells. Further a role of renin angiotensin system and angiotensin II receptor 1 in modulating leptins effects on increased energy expenditure is discussed. Roles of fibroblast growth factors, including that of FGFPRC is discussed in how they are helpful in achieving weight loss through bariatric surgery and effects of bile acid-FGF interactions. Since currently not many other medical options are available need of the hour is to develop newer pharmacotherapies which can replace bariatric surgery; the only definitive successful model available and get some permanent knifeless options as that is only for a limited number of patients. Developing newer pharmacotherapies utilizing the knowledge of increasing energy expenditure via nonsilencing thermogenesis by the conversion of WAT to BAT by utilizing miRNA/siRNA strategies is required to develop novel therapies. Free of cardiovascular side effects which limit use of current agents like Qsymia or was responsible for sibutramine withdrawal to fight the current global obesity epidemic.

Methods: For this review we included data and relevant information obtained through a PUBMED database search for articles published in English from 1950 to 2015 which included the terms ‘obesity’, ‘childhood obesity’, a Etiopathogenesis and ‘adipose tissue inflammation’, ‘brown adipose tissue’, ‘medical treatment’, ‘bariatric treatment’, to update our information regarding a Etiopathogenesis and treatment of obesity.

Results: The electronic search yielded a total of 11,150 articles, of which 1262 were relevant to childhood obesity, 616 to medical treatment, 1100 to brown adipose tissue and 335 to adipose tissue inflammation. After ruling out duplicate studies and studies which we had already covered in our previous reviews pertaining to obesity regarding micro RNA’s, Brown adipose tissue, Medical treatment we selected 170 studies to update our knowledge regarding etiopathogenesis of both childhood and adult obesity to be able to plan future newer strategies. No meta-analysis was conducted.
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Introduction

According to the world health organization more than 1 billion adults are overweight and of these, at least 200 million men and 300 million women are clinically obese [1]. In a prospective study where over 9 million people were evaluated worldwide in the last three decades, it was found that average body mass index increased by 0.4-0.5 kg/m² per decade, and subregions trends showed that the average Body Mass Index (BMI) increased by 1.4 kg/m² in men and 1.9 kg/m² in women per decade [2].

The World Health Organization (WHO) has compared this marked change in body composition to a ‘Globally epidemic disease’ [3]. In addition at least 155 million children worldwide are overweight or obese, according to the international obesity task force. According to WHO at least 50% of adults and 20% of children in UK and USA are currently overweight. Prevalence of overweight amongst Australian children has increased from 11% in 1985 to 20% in 1995. Childhood obesity has tripled in Canadian last 20 years. In a recent study even in India more than 20-28% of adult males and 40-45% of adult females in urban Delhi were overweight and about 15-30% of children in urban areas were overweight by WHO standards [4].

The aim of this study was to provide an update on a Etiopathogenesis on both childhood obesity as well as adult obesity, with the idea of planning newer strategies for obesity as gradually one by one the older medical drugs are leaving the market e.g. sibutramine in view of cardiovascular side effects, and newer drugs which showed a great promise in terms of efficacy like rimonabant had to be withdrawn from the armamentarium in view of side effects like suicidal ideations. Bariatric surgery, though very effective, has its limitations. i) It can’t be used for all patients of obesity with the rate at which obesity is increasing globally in an epidemic proportion. ii) The side effects of surgery in such a morbidly obese person with metabolic syndrome with associated morbidity and risk of mortality is not worth the
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**Obesity In Infancy and Early Childhood**

In a review comparing why breast feeding is superior to infant formula feeding [5] tried to explain how the development of both obesity as well as allergy could be tracked down to increased growth early in life. The nutrient sensitive kinases mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTORC 1), is considered the master regulator of cell growth is activated mainly by amino acids. In contrast to breastfeeding, which has normal influence on milk proteins which release leucine and glutamine into the circulation, whey derived leucine stimulates insulin secretion whereas casein derived amino acids stimulate hepatic IGF1 synthesis. Insulin and IGF1 via PI3K activates Akt that attenuates the inhibitory activity of the tuberous complex (TSC1-TSC2) towards RHEB, the GTPase then finally activates mTORC1. Glutamine enhances cellular leucine uptake that activates the RAG GTPase; the essential step for Mtorc1activation in the lysosomal surface. Physiological Mtorc1 activation recruits normal activation of the kinase S-6-K1 that controls adipocyte differentiation and adequate expression of FoxP3 treg cells. Excessive protein intake by artificial infant formula feeding enhances plasma levels of leucine, insulin and IGF1, overactivating Mtorc1. Overstimulated S-6-K1 stimulates adipocyte differentiation and inhibits FoxP3+expression, thus promote in growth, adiposity and allergy development. Tended to cause an excessive protein intake which possibly activates excessively the infant’s mTORC 1 signaling pathways which enhances S-6-K1 mediated adipocyte differentiation while inhibiting growth as well as differentiation of FoxP3 regulatory T cells(Treg) which are found to be deficient in atopic individuals. Thus the ‘early protein hypothesis’ not only explains the development of diseases driven by the development of mTORC1 initiated increase in infant growth but also the development of mTORC1 driven diseases such as obesity and allergy due to an abnormal programming of metabolic and immunologic pathways postnatally which are mTORC1 axis driven although growth and differentiation are inhibited, the adipocyte growth is enhanced by S-6-K1, which leads to obesity. In farm children similarly the intake of fresh unpasteurized cow's milk exhibit an allergy preventive effect associated with increased Fox3+Treg cell numbers. Bovine and human milk contain a large amount of exosomal miRNA's (miRs) which have been hypothesized to be involved in immune regulation postnatally [6-10]. miRNA's in milk are transported by membranous vesicles called exosomal which play a pivotal role for horizontal miRNA transfer [10]. Unidirectional transfer of miRNA loaded exosomal from Tcell to Antigen Presenting Cells (APC) has recently been confirmed. Both Human and bovine milk have high content of exosomal

**Obesity in Childhood**

Lundgraf, et al. [17] demonstrated an increase in adipocyte size and number in early childhood obese vs lean children. This was accompanied by decrease in basal lipolytic activity which significantly enhanced Stromal vascular cell proliferation in vitro which explained the AT cell hypertrophy and hyperplasia. Macrophage infiltration underlying the formation of Crown Like Structures (CLS) was increased in AT of obese children from 6yrs. This was associated with higher High sensitivity C Reactive Protein (hsCRP) serum levels along with Insulin Resistance (IR).

**Oral hygiene and childhood obesity**

Association of Dental Caries and Obesity: Costasuna, et al. [18] studying the impact of relation of dental caries, food intake, oral hygiene and life style on obesity studied 96 healthy children between 6-11 years and found a direct association between dental caries and obesity as evident from a correlation between prevalence of dental caries in obese children. The analysis of food intake and deciduous teeth/permanent teeth, measured by Dual Xray Absorptiometry (DXA), demonstrated that specific dietary habits (intake of sugar-sweetened drinks, frequency of sugar intake limited to main meals, frequency of food intake between meals) may be considered risk factors that are common to both dental caries and childhood obesity.

**Role of Salivary secretions:****Further various neuropeptides such as des acyl ghrelin, leptin also affect salivary secretion. Saliva gets secreted not only from parotid, submandibular and sublingual paired major glands but also several hundred minor glands spread over oral mucosa. Salivary secretion gets induced by salivary gland reflex on eating, is there on resting and even on sleeping and present during both biting and teeth grinding (bruxism) [19]. Besides components of saliva, like acyl ghrelin, des acyl ghrelin, other components observed along with histamine are IgA, epidermal and transforming growth factors and lysozymes. These have been shown to possess properties of growth and differentiation, besides that of wound healing [20]. Mostly secretion is controlled by Autonomic Nervous System (ANS), with parasympathetic nerves controlling the secretion of water and electrolytes while sympathetic nerve controlling
protein secretion from acinar cells by exocytosis [21]. These secretions of saliva control innate immunity as well as defense at mucosal surface and both ghrelin as well as soluble IgA may play a regulatory role against inflammatory infections. These neuropeptides have been identified in saliva as well as their associated receptors being located in the salivary glands and in the nerve innervating the salivary glands. Further salivary ghrelin levels in adolescents as well as children are known to correlate with Body Mass Index (BMI) [22]. The salivary secretion is stimulated through parasympathetic and sympathetic ganglion, parasympathetic ganglion receives its stimulus via Nucleus Tractus Solitarius (NTS) and sympathetic ganglion receives its input from the NTS via the spinal cord. Both ganglia regulate salivary secretion, parotid gland supplies ghrelin which circulates throughout body. Primary parasympathetic salivary centre send connections to Lateral Hypothalamus (LH), Para Ventricular Nucleus (PVN), Central nucleus of Amygdala (CeA) along with the PVN and Preoptic Area (POA) [23,24]. Obesity is associated with decreased salivation and thereby related to severe aspect of oral health such as caries and periodontitis. Hypo salivation is a severe morbidity that can lead to precipitous decline in oral hygiene which further leads to multifocal dental caries and periodontitis or even cardiac disorders [25].

**Role of Salivary antioxidants:** Recent studies have shown an association with dental caries and mild gingival inflammation with obese children [26]. Children who are overweight or obese have been shown to have accelerated dental development even after adjusting for age and gender [27]. Gunjalli, et al. conducted a study of 42 children (6-12 yrs, both sexes) from different schools in coastal Karnataka for total antioxidant capacity, oral hygiene index, and dentition status. They found that salivary total antioxidants were significantly high in overweight and obese children than their normal counterparts. Prevalence of dental caries was high in obese/overweight when compared to normal children. Normally oxidative stress and low grade silent inflammation, caused due to high levels of free radicals in the body as a result of the unavailability of antioxidants is the underlying cause of chronic diseases such as Diabetes Mellitus (DM), hypertension, heart diseases, premature ageing and even obesity [28], so it is paradoxical to find high content of oral antioxidants in this study [29]. Conclusions-Thus both maintaining oral dental hygiene, including decreasing oral sweets intake and preservation of salivary secretions is important in preventing childhood obesity.

**White Adipocyte Differentiation**

The most important of this cascade of transcription factors controlling adipogenesis tightly is CCAAT/enhancer binding protein (C/EBP) and Peroxisome Proliferator Activated Receptor γ (PPARγ). Besides these several signaling molecules including wingless and INT 1 proteins (wnt) and insulin modulate adipogenesis [30]. Further PPAR γ has been shown to be the major driver of the accumulation of phenotype of AT T reg cell. This was in keeping with that PPAR expression by Visceral Adipose Tissue (VAT) Treg cells was necessary for complex restoration of insulin sensitivity in obese mice by the thiazolidinedione drug pioglitazone [31].

**Brown Adipocyte Differentiation**

The difference thermogenic adipocytes have from white adipocytes is that they have greater number of mitochondria which are rich in Uncoupling Protein 1 (UCP1). UCP1 normally increase heat production by uncoupling substrate oxidation from ATP production [32]. Besides that recently it has been shown that UCP-1 expressing adipocytes can get recruited from white adipocytes themselves which are the so called brite/beige adipocytes on cold exposure, a process which has been termed ‘White browning’ [33-37].

Thermogenic adipocytes have a substantial impact on the energy balance, as UCP1 -promoted heat production – nonshivering thermogenesis is a highly energy dissipating process [38, 39]. Thus utilizing this action of generating thermogenic adipocytes by White Adipose Tissue (WAT) browning and promoting increasing combustion in the adipose organ by nonshivering thermogenesis might help in developing novel antiobesity strategies [40]. Karbeiner, et al. [41] explored the function of miRNAs in different adipose tissue depots, which could result in novel therapeutic approaches to treat obesity in humans but as most miR’s in the context have been characterized solely in mice there is a great demand for human studies. Karbeiner, et al [41]. The increase in energy expenditure can be achieved either by physical activity, which helps in utilization of calories in the form of exercise, mainly in the muscle, or nonshivering thermogenesis in the AT [42], owing to the fact that active (i.e. Thermogenic) brown adipose tissue (BAT) has recently been rediscovered in adult humans [43-46]. Further the group of Spiegelman have emphasized on how the embryogenesis of white and brown adipocytes differs i) Engrailed 1 expression is seen in dermatomyosoma which are precursors of dermis, skeletal muscle and brown adipocytes [47], ii) Brown adipocytes express same microRNAs as muscle i.e. micromeres [48], iii) Depletion of PRDR1-BF1-RIZ1 homologous domain containing protein 16 (PRDM16) from primary brown fat leads to skeletal muscle differentiation. iv) Both skeletal muscle and brown adipocytes are derived from cells previously activated by myogenic factor 5 (Myf5). v) Bone morphogenetic protein2 (BMP2) and BMP4 promote white adipocyte differentiation while BMP7 selectively stimulates brown adipocytes and also stimulates PRDM 16 and UCP 1 development which all show that white and brown adipocytes are from different lineage [49]. Subsequently Petrovic et al further highlighted a component of white adipocytes which were thermogenically competent and could produce UCP-1 under chronic Pernoxisome Proliferator Activated Receptor γ (PPARγ) in epididymally white adipocytes which were molecularly different from classic brown adipocytes [35].

Hence based on these studies [34,35], these adipocytes were differentiated by molecular markers Lhx8 and Zic (zinc in cerebellum) for brown, Thox15 (T-box15) for brown and brite, Hoxc9 and Shox2.2 for brite/beige, Hoxc8, Inhbb (inhbin b) and Dermamotopontin (Dp) for brite/white and Transcription factor 21 (Tcf21) for white adipocytes [34, 35] (figure 1) have been defined. Further surface markers like amino acid transporters ASC1, PAT2 and purinergic receptor P2RX5 for white, beige /
brite and brown adipocytes respectively have been defined [50]. The unique thermogenic capacity of BAT results from expression of uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) in the mitochondrial inner membrane. On recently finding that adult humans have functionally active BAT, it is now recognized that brown like adipocytes can be recruited in WAT upon environmental stimulation and pharmacological treatment related to this change is associated with increased energy expenditure, contributing to lean and healthy phenotype. Thus the promotion of brown like adipocytes development in WAT offers novel possibilities for the development of therapeutic strategies to combat obesity and related metabolic diseases. Cardiac Natriuretic Peptides (NP) and β adrenergic receptor agonists are similarly potent at stimulating lipolysis in human adipocytes. Atrial Natriuretic Peptides (ANP) and ventricular BNP act by activating PPAR γ co activator 1α (PGC1α) induced mitochondriogenesis and increase uncoupled and total respiration. At low concentration ANP and β-AR additively enhance expression of brown fat and mitochondrial markers in p38 MAPK-dependent manner. On exposure to cold temperature mice had increased level of circulating NP as well as higher expression of NP signaling receptor and lower level of the clearance receptor (Nprc) in BAT and WAT. NPRC-/- mice had markedly smaller BAT and WAT depots but higher thermogenic genes e.g. Ucp1.BNP infusion robustly increased Ucp1/Pgc1α in WAT and BAT with corresponding elevation of respiration and energy expenditures. Thus Bodicherra et al showed that NP’s promote browning of white adipocytes to increase energy expenditure, defining the heart as a central regulator of AT biology [51]. Thus growing attention is there in search for molecular pathways, pharmacological agents and endogenous signals that regulate the formation of thermogenic adipocytes [52-54]. Promising Targets have already been identified comprising endocrine and paracrine mediators e.g. fibroblast growth factor 21 (FGF21) [55-57], NPS [51,58,59], BMP7/B8 [60,61], Orexin, et al. [62] as well as transcriptional regulators such as PPAR γ2,C/EBP and PRDM16 [63].

Figure 1: Courtesy ref 35—Subtypes of adipocytes and their origins. This study along with study by Atit et al, Timmons et al and Seale et al (47,48 and 49 respectively) implies that at least types of adipocytes should be distinguished; the classical brown adipocytes (the adipocytes), the brite adipocytes (i.e. the brown adipocyte-like adipocyte induced in the white adipocyte cultures), and the genuine white adipocyte. The adipocytes share their origin with myocytes, whereas brite and white adipocytes have a different origin.
Role of Interferon regulatory factor 4 (IRF4) in control of PGC1α:

Interferon Regulatory Factor 4 (IRF4) has been identified as a dominant transcriptional co-activator along with PGC-1α. This gets induced by cAMP and cold in adipocytes associated with greater gene expression, cold tolerance and energy expenditure which is absent in IRF4 knockouts [64].

Further Ma X, et al. [65] differentiated white adipocytes into subcutaneous and visceral white AT based on their functional significance and emphasized how having some degree of subcutaneous fat is useful from point of view of adipokines they secrete e.g. leptin and adiponectin and in patients with lipodystrophies. For e.g. hepatic steatosis, dyslipidemia, IR are present in various congenital and acquired lipodystrophies, secondary to i) a diversion of lipid away from an inadequate AT reservoir to ‘ectopic sites’ eg, liver and muscle. Secondly because of lack of secretion of the favourable adipokines like leptin and adiponectin due to lack of adequate AT. In this case, low leptin explains the increased appetite and inappropriately positive energy balance and decreased levels of both adipokines contribute to reduced activity of AMP activated protein kinase (AMPK) which promotes lipid oxidation. They clarified on how not having subcutaneous fat is harmful and emphasized on the significance of transcription factor islet 1 which has been recently highlighted in being important for development of cardiac, neuronal and pancreatic islet development and whose over expression causes down regulation of master transcriptional regulator PPAR –γ by down regulation of bone morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP4), although further work on these is needed. This was found specific to Visceral Adipose Tissue (VAT) and not found in Subcutaneous AT (SAT) [66]. Thus to summarize the basic control of differentiation is similar in BAT, but the differences include the effect of PGC-1α on mitochondrial biosynthesis and up regulation of UCP1, with PRDM16 playing a pivotal role in expression of the BAT phenotype with IRF4 having a strong transcriptional influence on PGC-1α. Modulation of the capacity or function of these different AT depots, by altering adipocyte differentiation or other means, holds promise for interventions that can be helpful in human disease associated with worldwide explosion of obesity or associated cardio metabolic disorders [65].

Role of Breast Cancer 1 (BrCA1):

Although there is a decrease in lipogenic enzymes in obese and overweight subjects, simultaneously there is recruitment and proliferation of pre adipocytes [66]. No mechanism has been given to explain these paradoxical findings. Although in hepatocytes sterol regulatory element binding proteins 1c (SREBP 1c) is a well accepted transcription factor for the regulation of lipogenic enzymes, the mechanisms of lipogenic genes regulation in adipocytes remains unclear. Disruption of SREBP1c genetically did not cause changes in lipogenic gene expression in AT [67], and increases in SREBP 1c are not accompanied by transactivation of lipogenic genes in adipocytes, unlike the hepatocytes [68]. Hence Ortega, et al evaluated Br Ca1 gene expression and protein levels in human AT, and both murine as well as human adipocytes. The principal findings were

- The increased expression of BrCa1 in both omental (OM) and subcutaneous (SC) fat depots by 1.36 fold and 1.49 fold
- Higher expression in SC as compared to OM fat respectively
- Simultaneously there was an increase in Phosphorylated Acetyl CoA Carboxylase (P-ACC) in SC and OM fat from obese subjects
- Both BrCa 1mRNA and protein increased by 3.5 fold and 1.2 fold respectively *the increase expression of BrCa1 mRNA in mature adipocytes when compared to Stromal Vascular Cells (SVC’s) and the down regulation of BrCa 1 gene expression and protein during differentiation of both murine and human adipocytes, which can be restored by the macrophage LPS –conditioned medium which simulates inflammatory situation, whereas lipogenic enzymes significantly decreased.
- In parallel with increased BrCa1 mRNA P-ACC was also up regulated in SC as well as OM fat from obese subjects. PACC, decreased during differentiation of human adipocytes. Thus Ortega et al concluded that these special findings of BrCa1 and lipogenic enzymes in AT and adipocytes suggested that BrCa1 might help to control fatty acid biosynthesis in adipocytes and AT of obese subjects [69]. Further Deleted in Breast Cancer (DBC1) has been shown to play a functional role in adipocyte differentiation, although decreased in VAT and SAT of obese as compared to lean subjects, Dbc 1knockdown with lentivirus led to enhanced adipocyte differentiation, increasing intracellular lipid accumulation and adipo-genic gene expression which suggests DBC1 might promote VAT dysfunction [70].

Etiopathogenesis of role of AT in Inflammation:

Adipose Tissue (AT) is increasingly being recognized as a key regulator of whole body energy homeostasis and consequently as a prime therapeutic target for Metabolic Syndrome (MS). A substantial continuing growing body of evidence supports the concept that chronic low grade inflammation is a central characteristic of obesity contributing to development of Insulin Resistance (IR) in AT and other target organs including muscle, liver and the vasculature [71-73]. The field of immunometabolism has now expanded to include studies of the interactions of many types of immune cells with adipocytes [74,75]. Changes in gut microbiota like decreased Bacteroides and increased Firmicutes in obesity have been associated with greater metabolic Endotoxemia , inflammation with greater number of F4/80 positive macrophage infiltration affecting whole body metabolism along with energy homeostasis but this seems to have multiple levels of origin which is not dear [76-78].

These, gut microbiota not only modify local but systemic inflammatory reactions as well which influence , distant tissues , especially peripheral blood and AT, mainly its visceral compartment where ,via the portal vein ,intestinal microbial
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products are being directly drained into [76,79]. Both obesity and T2DM were found to be associated with changes in the amount and composition of gut microbes in experimental animals as well as humans as shown by Cani, et al. [76-80]. Various products that get derived from these different types of commensal gut microbiota, exert both pro inflammatory as well as anti-inflammatory effects, as shown by Cani, et al. Lipopolysaccharide get translocated into systemic circulation which has been associated with metabolic Endotoxaemia, and has been suggested as one of the main triggers of AT and systemic low grade inflammation [76,77]. In contrast the products of gut bacterial fermentation of ingested dietary fiber, especially Short Chain Fatty Acids (SCFA)-mainly butyrate, propionate and acetate which constitute 90% of SCFA’s were shown to have anti inflammatory effects and influence energy homeostasis [81]. They act through the Gprotein coupled receptors 41(GPCR41)/FFAR3 and 43(GPCR43)/FFAR2that are abundantly found in AT, as well as on immune cells, including peripheral blood mononuclear cells, eosinophils, and neutrophils. SCFA’s (especially butyrate) were able to reduce cell adhesion and chemotaxis, as reviewed by Meijer et al and thus at least partially prevent infiltration of immune cells into AT [81,82]. Treatment with propionate down regulated pro inflammatory cytokines/chemokines like tumor necrosis factor-α(TNF-α) and CCL-5 from AT explants along with macrophages while increasing protein lipases and GLUT4 associated with lipogenesis and increased glucose uptake. Thus AL-Lahlan concluded that propionic acid produced by colon may have a direct beneficial effect in reducing inflammation [83].

SCFA’s were further able to inhibit the activation and proliferation of T cells and adhesion of Antigen Processing Cells (APC s) contributing to their inflammation reducing properties [83]. The epithelium of the intestine is the first organ to come in contact with the digested food and nutrients. Hence it also becomes the biggest surface for crosstalk with the outer part of the body, including that with the gut microbes. The intestinal innate immune system along with intestinal innate immune receptors like NOD2 /Inflammasome component NOD like receptor and other receptors play an important role under normal physiological conditions in maintaining the interactions between gut microbiota and the host. This symbiosis may occur through a fine tuned mechanism leading to pathogen destruction and conversely, to the tolerance of commensals by selecting strategies to create ecological niches for beneficial and stably associated microbiota [84,85]. Recognition of pathogen – associated molecular patterns by epithelial cells through several effector systems (that is Pathogen Recognition Receptors (PRR)) is important for this balance. MyD88 (myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88) is a central adaptor molecule for the major Toll Like Receptors(TLR’s) which are the most studied PRR. MyD88 is a protein that is at the interface of the interaction between microorganisms and the host. In view of conflicting reports regarding protection against diet induced obesity (DIO) in whole body deletion of TLR/MyD88, Everard, et al. reported that specifically deleting epithelial MyD88 could afford partial protection against disease like diabetes, DIO, and inflammation. This is associated with increased energy expenditure, improved glucose homeostasis, reduced hepatic steatosis, fat mass and inflammation. Protection is transferred following gut microbiota transplantation to germ free recipients. They also demonstrated that intestinal epithelial My D88 deletion increases anti-inflammatory endocannabinoid, restores antimicrobial peptides production and increases intestinal regulatory Tcells during DIO. Targeting MyD88 after the onset of obesity reduces fat mass and inflammation. Thus they identified intestinal epithelia MyD88 to be able to sense the metabolism of host as per their nutritional status and could offer to be a putative therapeutic target for obesity and related disorders [86]. Kinninger, et al. addressed the issue of recruitment of inflammatory cells into AT. They examined monocytes (circulating precursors of macrophages) from obese/normal weight women to determine whether phenotypic differences existed that could promote accumulation of pro inflammatory macrophages in AT. They found that the total monocyte population in obese women contains a greater percentage of activated CD14+CD16+monocytes than in normal weight women. Monocytes from obese women also exhibited increased surface expression of chemokine receptors, CC motif Chemokine Ligand 2 receptor (CCR2), Chemokine Ligand 3 Receptor (CCR3);They also enhanced in vitro migratory response to the chemokines Monocyte Chemotactic protein 1(MCP1) and Regulated on activation normally on Tcells expressed and secreted (RANTES), the production of which is increased in AT of obese subjects [87]. The authors concluded that circulating monocytes in obese women are in an activated proinflammatory state and that they are primed to migrate into AT in response to enhanced Chemoktactic signals from the tissues in obesity [88]. Human monocytes are phenotypically heterogeneous and in general are classified according to expression of surface markers CD14 and CD16 [73]. Classical CD14 +CD16 monocytes constitute approximately 80%of the circulating monocytes. Monocytes positive for CD16 expression (CD14+CD16+) occurs in inflammatory situations like sepsis, rheumatoid arthritis etc. These cells express a greater macrophage like phenotype, have greater binding affinity for endothelial cell and increase release of TNF-α and other proinflammatory cytokines, and have greater antigen binding capacity. CD16 monocytes can be phenotypically heterogeneous with CD14 expression varying from very low to high (a characteristic that was not studied by Kinninger et al). Kinninger et al not only found a greater percentage of circulating CD14+CD16+monocytes in obese women as seen in a previous study by Poitou, et al. [89], but also found that CCR2 and CCR5 expression and/or density of receptors is increased across the entire population of CD14+CD16 and CD14+CD16+ monocytes. The greater chemokine receptor expression and enhanced in vitro migratory capacity strongly suggests that increase in macrophages in AT of obese humans results, at least in part, from recruitment of new cells into the tissue [87].

**Role of Renin –Angiotensin System**

The renin-angiotensin system (RAS), long known for its role in BP and fluid balance, is now emerging as a key regulator of metabolic control. While activation of the systemic RAS results in adipogenesis and weight gain [90-92], recent evidence
indicates that activation of the CNS RAS has the opposite effect and promotes a lean phenotype. Brain infusion of Angiotensin – II (Ang II) in rats [93,94], or genetic over expression of the RAS components in the CNS of mice [95], both result in an increase in thermogenic energy expenditure.

Importantly the energy expenditure of brain RAS activation are similar to the actions of the adipocyte derived hormone leptin suggesting that the metabolic influence of brain Ang II maybe due, in part to an interaction with central leptin signaling. Facilitatory leptin-RAS relationship has been demonstrated in the periphery in line with this [96,97]. Moreover leptin and AngII type1a receptors (AT1Ar) are co expressed in a number of forebrain [98,99], hypothalamus [100,101] and brain stem [102-104] regions that are implicated in metabolism and energy expenditure [105]. Using (AT1Ar) knockout mice, Hilzendeger, et al. [105] previously identified a brain interaction between leptin and RAS in the regulation of Sympathetic Nerve Activity (SNA) but the brain regions, or metabolic effects of this interaction remained unknown. Young et al testing the hypothesis that AT1Ar in the brain is involved in the metabolic actions of leptin showed.

Sub Fornical Organ (SFO), a tiny forebrain structure situated outside the Blood Brain Barrier (BBB), dense with AT1Ar and recently implicated as an integrative metabolic centre [106-108], plays a previously unrecognized role in the control of body weight. Interaction between SFO-AT1Ar and CNS leptin in the regulation of BAT thermogenic metabolism and body weight when AT1Ar are selectively deleted from SFO, sympathetically mediated BAT thermogenesis and decrease in body weight in response to leptin are significantly blunted, independent of changes in locomotor activity and food intake [109].

Role of angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARB) ON FABP4 (fatty acid binding protein 4)

Increase in circulated fatty acid binding protein 4(FABP4) in the serum also known as Ap2 (FABP4/ A-FABP-Ap2), is usually found to be correlated with a hypertension, obesity, IR along with some cardiovascular event. To understand how circulating FABP4 is modified by pharmacological agents Funahashi et al studied the effects of various angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARB’s) on serum Ap2 levels. First, essential hypertensive’s were treated with ARB’s: candesartan (8 mg/day, n = 7) for 2 weeks, olmesartan (20 mg/ day, n = 9) for 12 weeks, and valsartan (80 mg/ day, n = 94) or telmisartan (40 mg/ day, n = 91) for 8 weeks added to amiodipine 5 mg/ day. Treatment with ARB’s significantly decreased BP and serum FABP4concentrationsby 8-20% which was not associated with any significant changes in other adiposity or lipid variables these were determined by hyperinsulinemic euglycemic glucose clamp which is considered, a sensitive index of insulin sensitivity, was significantly increased by candesartan. Next the changes in Ap2 secretion from 3 T3-L1 adipocytes were examined under several agents. Increasing Lipolysis by stimulating β-adrenoceptor in 3T3-L1 adipocytes by isoproterenol increased FABP4 secretion while on the opposite, insulin suppressed FABP4 secretion. No effect on gene expression/secretion of Ap2 was found on treatment of 3T3-L1 adipocytes with angiotensin or ARB’s irrespective of adrenocceptor stimulation. Hence they concluded that treatment with structurally different ARB’s similarly decrease circulating FABP4 concentrations in hypertensive patients as a class effect of ARB’s, which one could not attribute to angiotensin II receptor blockade in adipocytes. Reduction in FABP4 levels by ARB’s might be involved in the suppression of cardiovascular events [110].

Role Of CNS

Central FA Sensing

Fatty acid sensing neurons in particular areas of hypothalamus sense the variations in plasma fatty acid (FA) concentrations detected by FA sensing neurons. LeFoll, et al. previously showed in vitro that at least 50% of the FA sensing neurons on Ventro Medial Hypothalamus (VMH) neurons are attributable to the interaction of long chain FA translocase/CD36 (CD36). Mouilli, et al. tried to assesses the in vivo effects of intrahypothalamic FA sensing is partly mediated by CD36 / intracellular events such as acyl CoA synthase / or β oxidation. For that they put in, a catheter within the carotid artery toward the brain in male wistar rats. Following one week of recovery animals were food deprived for 5 h, then received 10min infusions of triglyceride emulsion. Intra lipid +/-heparin (IL, ILH respectively) or Saline Heparin(SH) were carried out and food intake was assessed over the next 5h. Experimental groups included i)Rats previously injected in the VM nucleus with sh RNA against CD36 or scrambled RNAii) Etomoxir(CPT1 inhibitor) or saline infused with ILH/SH; and iii) Triacsin C(Acyl CoA synthase inhibitor) or saline infused with ILH/SH. ILH significantly lowered food intake during refeeding; compared to SH(P<0.001). Five hours after refeeding, Etomoxir did not affect this inhibitory effect of ILH on food intake while VMN CD36 depletion totally prevented it. Triacsin C also prevented ILH effects on food intake. Hence this made them conclude that the effect of FA to inhibit food intake is dependent on VMN CD36 and acyl CoA synthesis but without requiring FA oxidation [111].

Role of Fibroblast growth factor receptor 1(FGFR1)

There are 22 members in the mammalian Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF) family along with 4 FGFRs which have been identified as existing in different splice variants with different Ligand binding specificities [112,113]. Itoh N, et al. [114] studying the SNP in 4 groups of obese patients identified FGFR 1 SNPsrs7012413* T to be increased in adipose tissue but not skeletal muscle in obese cohorts. In addition, AT FGFR1 mRNA and protein levels were increased in the hypothalamus of DIO rats [114]. Hence they considered FGFR1 to be a novel human obesity candidate gene that may affect control of food intake and metabolism. Weight loss was caused by reversible hypophagia, which was induced by antagonizing FGFR1c with the Monoclonal Antibody (mAB) IMC-A1 in animals [115]. Paradoxically, an FGFR1-activating mAb was also found to cause body weight loss in mice via a combination of both decreased food intake and increased energy expenditure [116]. Lelliott, et al. generated a monoclonal antibody which targeted human FGFR1c (R1cmAb) that caused profound body weight and body
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fat loss in diet induced obese mice due to decreased food intake (without affecting energy expenditure), in turn improving glucose control. R1cmAb along with causing weight loss in leptin receptor mutant db/db mice and leptin deficient ob/ob mice, and in mice lacking either the melanocortin 4 receptor or melanin – concentrating hormone receptor1. In addition R1cmAb did not change hypothalamic mRNA levels of known hypothalamic genes involved in food intake from arcuate like Agrp, Cart, Pomc, Npy or from lateral hypothalamus like, Mch or Orexin, or PVN like Crh suggesting that R1cmAb could cause food inhibition and body weight loss via other mechanisms in the brain. On Peripheral administration R1cmAb got accumulated not only in the median eminence, but also adjacent arcuate nucleus along with the circum ventricular organs where it activated the early response gene c-fos expression. Hence it was proposed that possibly with inhibition of food intake R1cmAb simultaneously deceased monocyte chemo attractant protein 1 and 3 along with ERK1/2 and p70 S6 kinase 1 activation [117].

Role of new genes/pathways in CNS

Locke, et al. conducted a genome-wide association study and Metabochip meta-analysis of BMI, a measure commonly used to define obesity and assess adiposity in over 3 lakh individuals. This analysis identified 97 BMI associated loci (p < 5x10(-8)), 56 of which are novel. Five loci demonstrate clear evidence of several independent association signals, and many loci have significant effects on other metabolic phenotypes. The 97 loci account for 2.7% of BMI variation. Central nervous system role is strongly supported by pathway analysis in obesity susceptibility which provides roles of new genes and pathways, especially with those related to synaptic function, glutamate signaling, insulin secretion along with, energy metabolism, lipid biology and adipogenesis, hence implicating involvement of CNS genes in obesity [118].

Management Of Obesity

Dietary therapy by itself is ineffective usually, whereas bariatric surgery, which is successful, is quite demanding and cannot be used in all cases of obesity besides that due to the risks of surgery, it gets used in a minimal number of patients. A lot of emphasis is being laid on increasing energy expenditure with the use of increased physical activity through some exercises which not only generate FNDCS5 which is a natural precursor for irisin which increasing browning of white adipocytes into ‘brite’ besides the trials of recombinant irisin for the purpose. To obviate the negative effects of bariatric surgery, a lot of endoscopic surgeries have been developed as a link between the two.

Role of Bariatric Surgery (BS)

Shin and Berthoud HR, et al. has reviewed why BS has superior efficacy and how obesity surgery works and how exactly we can use it for developing newer medical therapies [119]. Changes in gut-brain signaling, hormones, bile acids and still other unidentified factors remain an important factor. Both Roux –en –Y gastric bypass surgery (RYGB) and sleeve gastrectomy result in increased levels of circulating bile acids [120-123], which can signal through the membrane receptor TGR5 and nuclear receptor FXR to a number of organs [124-127]. The conjugated bile acid tauoursodeoxycholic acid (TUDCA) which decreases endoplasmic stress, is a potent leptin sensitizer in the hypothalamus of obese mice [128] and results in changes of body weight set point directly. Also the feedback control loop that regulates the total pool of bile acids also involves FXR-mediated stimulation of FGF9 in humans and FGF15 in mice [124] and the levels of FGF21 as well as FGF19 are altered significantly following RYGB surgery [124] and further FGF21 is known to improve glucose and body weight homeostasis through multiple pathways [111,129,130]. Besides that the powerful body weight lowering effect of monoclonal antibodies to the FGF1c R that have partial agonistic activity [110], suggest the possibility that that the bile acid-FGF signaling pathway maybe crucial for the success of RYGB and sleeve gastrectomy. Further bile acid signaling through the membrane receptor TGR5 has been found to increase brown fat thermogenesis [131] and glucagon like peptide1 (GLP1) secretion [132]. By increasing brown fat thermogenesis it helps in increasing energy expenditure besides improvement in the glycomic profile which GLP1 achieves, both in terms of fat reduction as well as improved glucose homeostasis.

By resensitizing homeostatic regulating circuits in the hypothalamus and hedonic processing in the corticolimbic to internal signals bariatric surgery could lead to a state of being content with less [133,134](figure 2).

Role of Endoscopic Therapy for weight loss: Gastroplasty, duodenal sleeves, intragastric balloons, aspiration

In between medical treatment and BS Endoscopic surgery gives the following advantages, being potentially repeatable, they are less invasive with lower cost than medical /surgical alternatives. Restrictive, bypass, space occupying or aspiration therapy are some of the available endoscopic procedures for weight loss. Restrictive include the USGI primary obesity surgery endoluminal procedure (Incision less operating platform which can perform full thickness plication, endoscopic sleeve gastroplasty using Apollo Overstitch), Transoral gastroplasty, gastric volume reduction using the endobarrier duodenal jejunal by pass liner. Intragastric balloons, transpyloric shuttle and Satiphere. The Aspire assist Aspiration system and endoscopic revision of gastric bypass to address weight gain has been studied using Apollo overstitch [130]. They concluded that endoscopic therapies for weight loss are potentially reversible, repeatable, less invasive and have lower cost, than various medical and surgical alternatives. With the variety of devices under development, in clinical trials and currently in use, patients will have multiple endoscopic options with greater efficacy than medical therapies and a lower invasiveness and greater accessibility than surgery.

Role of Medical Therapy for weight loss

In the past 20 years there have been a lot of hurdles because of marked side effects; however several new drugs for obesity therapy are not licensed in all parts of the world or have
been submitted for registration/ waiting for, or completing phase III trials. Of these some are combinations of bupropion and naltrexone at low dose (Contrave), phentermine and topiramate (Qsymia), higher doses of existing drugs licensed for other indications (liraglutide, 3 mg) and new entities like lorcaserin [136]. Details of Qsymia (EQUIP/CONQUER trials) and lorcaserin [136]. Further even if these drugs get approved there are further considerations of patient’s compliance, acceptability, cost, willingness to continue obesity treatment. Although definite clinical outcome benefits (atleast) have yet to be established, obesity pharmacotherapy may soon address many of the challenges in the clinical management of obesity although newer and better drug combinations and more evidence of benefit from appropriately designed outcome trials is needed [137].

**Role of GLP1Agonists:** One proposed model shows GLP1s released from the enter endocrine L cells in small intestine, taste receptor cells and neurons in the brain stem. The importance of central GLP1 signaling, both in glucose homeostasis as well as food intake is exemplified by (figure 3) [138].

**Liraglutide:** (Victoza, Nova Nordisk) is along acting GLP-1R agonist, which has 97% homology to the native GLP-1. It was initially used for type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) at doses up to 1.8 mg, after demonstrating improvements in glycemic controls in more than 4000 individuals of the Liraglutide Effect and Action in Diabetes (LEAD) programme with satisfactory tolerability [139,140]. As Liraglutide gets metabolized by dipeptidyl peptidase IV, at a much slower rate, it has a much longer duration of action than exenatide [141]. Initially Astrup, et al. in a randomized phase II dose ranging trials investigated the effects of liraglutide in 564 adults with a BMI30-40KG/M2 for 20 weeks. Participants were randomly assigned to once daily liraglutide 1.2 mg, 1.8 mg, 2.4 mg, 2.8 mg or 3.0 mg (n = 95, 90, 93 and 93) along with diet (500 Kcal daily energy deficit) and to increase physical activity or placebo (n = 98) by evening s/c injection starting at 0.6 mg/day and increased weekly (dose escalation ). Patients lost with these doses 4.8 kg, 5.5 kg, 6.3 kg and 7.2 kg respectively, as compared to orlistat (n = 29) [142]. Further at 2 years, participants on liraglutide 2.4/3 mg for 2 years (n = 184) maintained a weight loss of 7.8 kg from time of study run in and lost 3 kg more weight as compared to orlistat (n = 95). Results of SCALE (Subcutaneous Analysis of Liraglutide)-2 trials one in different doses, 1.8 mg, 3 mg or placebo compared with 3 oral hypoglycemic agents (gov trial
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**Figure 2:** Courtesy with permission from Berthoud HR ref no- 134. Major Systems and pathways responsible for the neural integration of internal and external information in the control of appetite and energy expenditure

Blue areas and pathways are mainly involved in metabolic and energy balance regulation. Red areas and pathways are mainly involved in communication with the external world through cognitive and emotional processes such as learning and memory, reward, mood, stress, choice and decision making.
number NCT0272232) and second only with 3 mg trial (SCALE obesity and prediabetes N002221839 clinical trial gov no. NCT01272219 by nova nor disk) which identified the potential of liraglutide to cause weight loss as well as maintain in obese/ overweight patients without diabetes mellitus or comorbidities like hypertension, prediabetes, dyslipidemia have reported that the average weight loss for people treated with 3.0mg at 56 weeks was 8.0% compared with 2.6% for people treated with placebo. 5% weight loss was achieved by 64% of people treated with 3.0 mg and 27% with placebo. While the proportion of people achieving 10% weight loss was 33% for liraglutide 3 mg and 10% for placebo treatment [143].

Further randomized phase III trials were done by Wadden, et al. who included initial diet and exercise run in period, treatment of participants who achieved at least 5% weight loss during the run in (n = 551, BMI > 30 Kg/m² or > 27 kg/m² with comorbidities) with either liraglutide or placebo showed that liraglutide treatment besides maintaining weight loss achieved an additional 6% weight loss over 56 weeks (n = 159) [144]. Similarly Kim et al found that subjects continuing to use 1.8 mg liraglutide daily (n = 24) lost twice the weight lost by placebo users (n = 27; 6.8 vs 3.3 kg; p < 0.0001). Besides that liraglutide users had an improvement in steady state plasma glucose concentrations as well during insulin suppression test (-3.2 vs 0.2 nmol/1 and significantly greater lowering of BP, fasting glucose and triglycerides concentrations [145].

Liraglutide is generally well tolerated. Main side effect is mild to moderate nausea and vomiting which are often transient [138], but may help in achieving a greater amount of weight loss as shown in a study analyzed by Lean et al that symptomatic patients experiencing transient nausea / vomiting tended to lose 3kg more weight than those who did not experience these [146]. Long term safety effects have not yet been established, as for all
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**Figure 3:** Courtesy ref 138 – BERTHOUD HR with Permission: GLP1 is produced and released from enteroendocrine L cells in the small intestine, taste receptor cells and neurons in the brain stem. Peripheral GLP1 is signaling via vagal and taste afferents to the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) in the brain stem and via the blood circulation to the stomach, pancreas, heart and brain. A different receptor may also mediate effects of circulating GLP1 on liver and muscle. Areas of the hypothalamus involved in glucose homeostasis and appetite control are differently affected by GLP1 released from NTS neuronal projections and/or circulating GLP1 freely crossing the blood brain barrier. Knauf et al have demonstrated that blockade of GLP1 signaling in the brain, but not peripherally prevents development of insulin resistance in mice fed a high fat diet. The finding suggests that nutritional abundance as during high fat feeding causes overstimulation of brain GLP1 receptors, leading to inhibition of muscle glucose uptake and hepatic glycogen synthesis through changes in autonomic outflow. The critical brain GLP1 receptor population and the involvement of brain stem GLP1 expression neurons remain to be identified. AP-Area postrema; ARC, Arcuate nucleus; DMV, Dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus; DMN, Dorsal median nucleus of the hypothalamus; LH, Lateral hypothalamus; NTS, Nucleus tractus solitarius; PVH, Paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus; SPM, Sympathetic premotor neurons.
GLP-1 R agonists. However the cardio protective properties of these incretins have been demonstrated both in animal models as well as humans [147]. Still concern on association between GLP-1 R agonists and pancreatitis and pancreatic cancer have been raised [148,149]. But since no new data had emerged the European Medical Agency (EMA) concluded in 2013 that although still some uncertainties exist with regard to pancreatic safety, no new data has emerged which implies that the risk is higher as compared to what had been previously concluded [150].

Role of X3-a mangiferin derivative: Han, et al. tried X3 –a mangiferin derivative and found it to be effective in db/db as well as C57BL6 mice in a dose of 80 mg/ kg in reducing blood glucose by activating AMPK in both LKB1 dependent and independent manner which was associated activation of downstream target of AMPK i.e. acetyl-CoA Carboxylase (ACC), in the liver, muscle and hypothalamus and was associated with an increase in number of insulin positive β-cell mass. Thus they concluded that X3 is a promising new class of AMPK activating drug, and can potentially be used in the treatment of T2DM [151].

Role of Delayed Lipolysis using novel food microencapsulation: One approach as reviewed by Corstens, et al. is developing oil/water emulsion base system which offers protection against lipase and hence offers increased satiety effect by delaying lipolysis [152].

Fucoxanthinol: is an end product of digestion of fucoxanthin from digestive enzymes in the GIT, which is obtained as a carotenoid present in the chloroplasts of brown seaweeds, which has been shown to have antiobesity effect besides anti neoplastic effect. This can be studied for strategies for developing antiobesity treatment besides its role for prevention and control of cancer as suggested by Martin L [153].

Discussion and Conclusions

Lifestyle modification like diet control, exercise, smoking cessation as exemplified by Look AHEAD(Action for Health in Diabetes) study [154] for obese diabetics remains the mainstay of weight management including ,psychology aspects although only short term weight gain is achieved by this alone [155]. Prebiotics can be used as an adjunct therapy [156].

Although till date the most successive treatment has proved to be obesity surgery, one can do it only in a minority of population of obese patients and besides surgery carries its own risks although low and recently there has been a question of weight regain [157]. Hence a question for alternative therapies continues.

Although rimonabant offered to be very promising, it had to be abandoned due to marked psychiatric and suicidal side effects [reviewed in 136 and 150]. Work is in progress on α/β hydrolase domain 6 (ABHD6) which controls 2 arachidonoyl glycerol (2-AG) levels in macrophages, oxygenation of 2-AG by Cyclooxygenase gives rise to the anti-inflammatory prostaglandin –D2-glycerol ester. Pharmacological blockade of COX2 / PGD2 synthase prevented the effects of increasing 2-AG levels by ABHD6 inhibition in vitro, as well as the 2 AG induced rise in PGD2-G levels. Together this shows the interaction of endocannabinoid system and the prostanoid systems and thus marks ABHD6 as an interesting therapeutic target, that should be relevant in treating inflammatory conditions and PGD2-G as a bioactive lipid with potential anti-inflammatory properties [158] Some natural Ayurveda products having caralluma fimbrata extract (500 mg b.d) an edible succulent cacti from family Asilidae is commonly used for obesity in traditional medicine, but it did not prove to be effective in a randomized control trial [159].

The most promising pharmacological and nutritional targets at present appear to be the BAT tissue and trying to convertWAT into BAT and increase energy expenditure [160], and of these beneficial effects of carotenoid supplemental in accrual of obesity besides role of other carotenoid like products are highlighted by Lusa Bunet, et al. [161] One of the ways exercise acts is by increasing energy expenditure and does so partly by increasing the brown fat and increasing browning of white fat [162,163]. As shown by Seale et al the improvement in glucose tolerance may be greater than what one expects simply with browning of white fat/formation of beige on white adipocytes and their effects on weight and adiposity [164]. Recently the importance of role played by irisin was realized as it increases during exercise in rodents and partially causing browning. Fibronectin type III domain containing 5(FNDC5), its precursor protein gets synthesized as a type 1 membrane protein and then cleave and shed in blood circulation as a highly glycosylated polypeptide (12kDa) via viral vectors, correlating with the improvement in glucose tolerance in obese patients [165].Zhang, et al. have shown that like β adrenergic agonists and FGF21, irisin also signals through p38 and ERK pathway and the response occurs within 20 min following addition of irisin to the cell cultures although its receptor have not yet been identified [166]. Further on giving daily injections of irisin for over 2 weeks marked reduction in body weight was observed besides browning of AT along with improvement in glucose tolerance. A recombinant protein in yeast in form of r-irisin has already been established and this paves for the development of exercise programmes utilizing this action of irisin and further research calls for the importance for identifying irisin receptors [167,168].

Further the role of N-acyl phosphatidylethanolamine-phospholipase D (NAPE-PLD) is exemplified by deletion of this enzyme in adipocyte, which is associated with adiposity, glucose intolerance, inflammation in AT along with lipid metabolism alterations. Deletion affects cold induced browning and the changes are caused because of shift of gut microbiota composition which can transfer the phenotype partially to germ free mice .Hence Geurits et al concluded that NAPE-PLD plays a role on whole body metabolism and inflammation and NAPE-PLD derived bioactive lipids can be used for treating obesity and associated metabolic disorders [169].

Further strategies to exploit the role of FGFS and FGFR seen during bariatric surgery medically is needed by developing agents having such bile acid-FGF kind of interactions.

Since cardiovascular effects are prominent even Qsymia drug regimen is not easy to use with constant heart rate monitoring.
and contraindicated in patients with cardiovascular and cerebrovascular disease and European CHMP has disallowed licensing after phase 3 trials till further safety on CVS side effects is proven.

Other new agents being developed are melanocortin type 4 receptor agonist agents targeting central hypothalamic pathway, e.g. RMP93 or peripheral metabolism e.g. beloranib which is proven. Other newer agents being developed are melanocortin microRNA along with dicer in immune regulation. J Exp Med. 2006;203(11):2519-27.

In a National Institute of health (NIH) collaborative report it was decided that greater collaboration and crosstalk between physiological and behavioural researchers is needed to advance science and develop better strategies for weight loss maintenance [170].
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